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SCENE

TITLE

PAGE

CHARACTERS

1

“The
Cambodian”

7

+#11, #25, #13, #46, #2, #7, Talking about photo and #2 using a
#14, #8, #00
pad

12

- #2

Gossip about #2, #46 jokes that #7 is
pregnant

16

- #00

Pronunciation of Khmer Rouge, #14
doesn’t know the Khmer Rouge

17

+ #2

Ethical Dilemma

19

+ #00

#11 gets in fight with #13

21

ACTION

FURNITURE/PROPS
Nine Backpacks/Duffels?
Depending on if those are
onstage or off

Whistle blows, gossip about other
team and coach

24

- #14, #7

Period Synced

24

- #13, #2, #11, #8

Confrontation about pregnancy joke

26

- #25

#00 tells #46 that #7 had an
abortion

Water bottle, goalie hand
wrap & gloves
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2

3

“Todos Los
Niños”

“MLK Day”

28

-All
+All but #46

#2 is knitting to fundraise for
children in cages, #11 has a hot mom,
speculates about the other team, #7
gets mad at #25

37

- #7

#14 heads off to check on her

37

- #14
+ #46

Embarrassment over Armenian
debacle, notice #46 has come in

39

- #46

Gossip about #46

42

- #00

Gossip about girls at school

44

+ #46

#46 corrects #2, explains #00s
absence. #46 tries to gossip about
the abortion

48

+ #14, #7

#14 brings orange slices

51

- #14

51

+ #14, #00

Picture with orange slices in their
mouths

53

- #25, #00, #14, #11

Immigrant kids playing soccer

53

- #8, #7, #13

#46 tries to make smalltalk

54

- $6

#2 eats the rest of the oranges

55

+All going on and off the
stage

Training day

#46’s backpack

Bag of orange slices
(tie dye backpack) if they are
onstage
Iphone
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4

“The
Cambodian
II”

55

+All

Running in and out talking about a
bunch of things, #46’s feelings get
hurt

Mesh bag with soccer balls
(like 10), goalie gloves,
protective headband

64

- #46

Team wonders what happened

64

- #25

Small conversation

65

- #00

Talk about the party this weekend, do
the spiderweb passing sequence,
gossip about coach

69

+ #00

Gossip about Coach Neil, #8 gets
upset. #7 isn’t having a party this
year, but #8 invites everyone over,
#11 gossips about #25

76

+ #46, #25

Stretch before the game, #25 tries to
get them pumped for the game, and
replaces #46 as the striker, get ready
for the game

Nosebleed blood

82

+ All but #7 and #46

Come in from an outdoor run, get
ready to start warmups

Water bottles

83

+ #7

#7 tore her ACL and won’t get to play
until next fall, #46 was really good in
the previous game, #14 is mad at #7

Crutches, boots,
Frappuccino, bigger
headgear

89

+ #46

#7 and #14 get into a fight, Coach
wants to see #25

91

- #25

Team watches #25 talk
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91

+ #25

Scout from a college is here to see
#14, #46, and #00

91

- #14, #46, #00

Speculate about what school he
represents, #7 is mad #46 is so good

95

+ #14, #46, #00
- #00

Relay info back to the team, #14 adds
fuel to the fire against #7, #46
explains how she is so good

98

+ #00

#46 and #7 attempt to be nice to
each other

99

- #2

#46 goes too far and mentions the
abortion/plan B debacle. #7 gets
furious

101

+ #2
-All

Blackout

Hand-knitted Scarf
(potentially costume? We
have to talk)

5

Timeout

102

+ #00

Physicalization of her anxiety and
aggression

Mesh bag of balls

6

“We are the
wolves”

103

+ #46, #11

Talk about #46’s cold and a skirting
around a topic. Might have to forfeit

Phone for 46, headphones,
their personal bags

106

+ #8

Hoping people get here this week, #8
can’t stop crying, #11’s parents are
therapists, talk about all the other
girls on the travel team

112

+ #2, #00

They almost have a full team, small
talk without saying exactly what
happened

Soccer ball (presumably
coming out of one of their
bags)
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117

+ #25

Talk about #25’s buzzcut, and they
have enough to play

118

- #25

They find out nationals are in Tulsa
not Miami

119

+ #13

Upset over Tulsa

120

+ #25

Talk about haircut, #46’s mom is
here, talk about death

125

+ #7

Trying to be supportive

127

+ Soccer Mom

Manic with grief, runs off in a hurry

130

- Soccer Mom

#25 attempts to rally the team, finish
with a cheer

132

+ Soccer Mom

Runs on at the end of the cheer

Another bag of orange slices

